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Whistle Binkies 2018

1
Schell’s Electrik Empress
ABV: 5.9 %
Berliner Weisse
Electrik Empress aged on 6,600 
pounds of plums resulting in its 
bright fruit taste and cotton candy 
pink color.

2
Funkwerks Pineapple Provincial
ABV: 4.2 %
Sour Ale
Pineapple Provincial is good for 
more than just alliteration; it’s a 
tart, light-bodied, tropical beer that 
gives Apricot and Raspberry Pro-
vincial a run for their money. Notes 
of lemon zest and pineapple.

3
Surly Pentagram (Barrel-Aged)
ABV: 7.0 %
American Wild Ale
This tart, dark beer is fermented 
with Brettanomyces in stainless 
fermenters, aged in used red wine 
barrels, then aged further in High 
West Rye Whiskey barrels to create 
a layered aromatic profile. 
Pentagram’s core flavors of sour 
cherry, tobacco, oak, and classic 
“Brett” barnyard funk are still 
present, surrounded by the distinc-
tive character of rye whiskey.

4
Odell Dark Theory
ABV: 7.5 %
Sour Ale
Black cherries swirl in an abyss of 
wild fermented imperial porter. 
Belgian yeast strains illuminate a 
galaxy of plum an cranberry flavors 
atop layers of tart cherry and sweet 
bread. Roasted malts add notes of 
coffee, chocolate, and tobacco for a 
beer that is full-bodied, complex, 
and out-of-this-world smooth.

5
Odell Friek
ABV: 6.9 %
Sour Ale
Each year, multiple generations of 
kriek ale age patiently in oak bar-
rels, some dating back ten years in 
our cellar. Fresh Colorado-grown 
raspberries are then added to the 
wild fermented brew just prior to 
the final blending, creating a subtle 
sweetness to balance the tart 
cherry flavors with an effervescent, 
dry finish.

6
Lagunitas Aunt Sally
ABV: 5.7 %
American Wild Ale
We soured the wort on the Hot 
Side with Lactobacillus for a few 
days and then brewed up this 
smooth and hoppy sour. It tastes 
like a big bowl of fruity candy or 
some chewable flavored vitamins, 
but what's the difference? It's 
sweet, tart, and sassy, just like the 
tasty cherry pie that your favorite 
aunt makes.

$5.00 - Tulip       $4.00 - 10 oz
6 Sampler - $12.00
3 Sampler - $6.00

Whistle Binkies North

Jan. 31 - Feb. 4
Whistle Binkies SouthFeb. 7 - Feb. 11

(Will Be In Numerical Order)


